
Requesting Your Scholarship

Springer [Berlin-Heidelberg] takes great pleasure in announcing that the ‘Peer-
Reviewed’ Health & Technology Journal intends to publish a Special Issue on a subject of vital significance;
the topic of “Privacy.” This issue will be published during the latter half of 2016.  The Journal’ Special Issue
aims to produce a volume that will be prodigious in its scope of inquiry, and contents; beginning with one’s
understanding of, and a clarity into the subject of “Privacy,” and a noticeable command of its many
working components.

The founding philosophy behind this Journal and accompanying principles advances that
the Journal represents a proficient Inter-Disciplinary, and Multi-Disciplinary nexus, where the topic of
“Privacy” may receive an apposite scholarly examination, and where multiple angles, scenes, and scales,
can be represented, and related to, as never before. An enlargement of this intention can be found in a
Journal’ Editorial, here: http://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s12553-010-0001-9.pdf

To better aid your intellectual participation toward our quest to assemble such a Volume,
and to save you valued time and effort, it is requested that you review the enclosed list of disciplinary fields
of professional engagements.  If at least one of the listed areas relate with your professional training,
and/or your field of current professional engagement to the affirmative, we cheerily request and encourage
you to review subsequently, the Health & Technology Journal’s invitation for your “Written Scholarship,”
for its prospective inclusion into the Special Issue on “Safeguarding of Personal Privacy & Personal Health
Information (PHI).” The inter-connections and inter-workings between professional fields tallied below in the
enclosed decisioning tool have vital contributions to make, and have interdependent roles in the
configurations necessary to assure “Privacy,” and toward ensuring the safety and security of “Personal
Healthcare Information.”

I look forward to hearing from you, and/or your colleagues regarding a prospective
contribution to the examinations regarding Privacy, in the Journal’s Special Issue compilation.  Finally, if
you should have questions or concerns, kindly direct them to me, for personal attention.

Cordially,

Dr. Robert Mathews, D.Phil.
Associate Editor – Special Issue on “Privacy”
The Health & Technology Journal
SPRINGER
E.mail: mathews@hawaii.edu



Areas of Professional Training and/or
Engagement As It May Be Relevant To The
Assurance of “Privacy, ” More Universally

Affirm

Daily EHR/PHR/EMR… Users (Incl. Admin, MDs,
Specialists, Mid-Level Providers, Nursing Staff,
Dentists, Mental Health Professionals , Pharmacists,
Therapists & Allied Healthcare Professionals)

☐

Ethicists ☐

Social Scientists (Economists, Sociologists,
Psychologists, Demographers etc.)

☐

Cryptographers/Cryptologists ☐

Computational Scientists ☐

Data Architects/Scientists/Engineers ☐

Jurists/Magistrates, Practitioners of Law &
Educators of Law (In Particular – From Nations With
Novel & Advanced Perspectives)

☐

IRM/InfoSys  Security Specialists ☐

Mathematicians/Data Representation Specialists ☐

Command, Control, Communications & Networks
Specialists

☐

Systems Engineers ☐

Software Engineers ☐

Data Protection Specialists (InfoSys & Legal) ☐

Specialists In “Human Rights” Practice (Law) ☐

Regulations & Operational Compliance Specialists ☐

Practices & Quality Improvement Specialists ☐

“Privacy” Watchdog Operations (NGO) ☐


